San Diego UltraRunning Friends (SURF) – June / July 2019

Message from the SURF Board
As most of us know, June and July are two big calendar months with regards to SURF events.
This is also a time when a number of nationwide iconic ultras take place. SURF members
participated in several events over the last 60 days and we’ll do our best to acknowledge
everyone individually or by result’s page links.

We continue to encourage
everyone to send us your race
results and pictures (both past
and present) to:
runsurfnews@gmail.com so
we can recognize as many
members as possible.
This Newsletter will include:
welcome to our new SURF
members, write ups/results
from our local favorite events
to include this year’s San
Diego 100 Mile Endurance
Run, Black Mountain 50K, and
the Peak Marathon.
SURF had great representation at this year’s 46th Annual Western States 100, check out the
details later in the newsletter.
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We’ll also highlight a few other individual performances in our “At the Races” section, and we
also pleased to congratulate those SURF members who successfully completed the San Diego
Ultra Slam at SD100 in June.
We want to also welcome the following new SURF Club members!
Terry Miller
Justin Clay
Jonathan Araiza

Benjamin Orcutt
Darcie Headley
Walter Phillips

Anne Braggins
Susan Lanz
Sarah Greenlee

Jarrod McEnroe
Richard McCue
Ray Terplosh

Reminder: New members are entitled to receive a SURF technical running shirt but we need
to hear from you with your requested size.
Happy Trails, The SURF Board.

Latest News
➢ San Diego UltraRunning Friends (SURF) Logo Competition:. We had a total of nine
entries in the competition to create the new SURF logo. Thank you to all who took the
time to craft and submit these inventive designs.
Anne Braggins entered two designs in the
competition and earned 52 of the 159
votes cast with a piece that captures San
Diego's scenic mountain and desert
regions. Congrats, Anne!
We look forward to creating some new
SURF gear using your logo!

➢ Volunteer Opportunities: We are rolling out a new page on our website- a place for
you to find out about opportunities to volunteer for SURF events and runs, as well as
other local events. Please visit http://www.sdultrarunning.com/Volunteer-Opportunities
to check it out and sign up to help at an upcoming SURF run.
➢ Julian Station 12/24 – SURF Only Club event: Coming up soon on August 17 is the
annual SURF club event. If you ‘re running it, get to know those around you – these are
each your fellow club members! Even if you’re not, come out and run a few laps with
someone you don’t know (yet). http://www.julianfullmoon.com/
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➢ Join us at the following upcoming training runs with SURF picnic:
• Noble Canyon 50k training run:
Saturday August 24. 7:00 am (or start earlier if you choose)
Join us as we run the lower Noble Canyon trail followed by a SURF sponsored
picnic! An Adventure pass is required for parking. These can be purchased at the gas
station in Pine Valley, REI, or other retail outlets ($5 daily / $30 annual).
We'll start and finish at the lower Noble Canyon trail-head.
(https://goo.gl/maps/qMaJBN7fkBP2) Fire Dept Rd Pine Valley, CA 91962. It will be an
out-and-back so do the distance you're comfortable with. Those going all the way to
the top and back will cover approximately 20 miles.
See the maps page of the website for the course description
http://www.noblecanyon50k.com/p/maps-drive.html
You can also check out the new video of the lower section we’ll be running:
https://youtu.be/VRrmGqckHUI
Water will hopefully be on at Penny Pines. Also, water will be dropped at the Pine Creek
Road aid station location.
RSVP here: https://forms.gle/hisMZXT9Lyx9YkvJ8
• Cuyamaca 100K training run:
Saturday September 7. 7:00 a.m. start. - Loop 3 from Sweetwater Parking area at the
Harvey Moore Trailhead. Approx. 20 miles. We will head north on the East Side Trail to
the School Camp (start/finish) and pick up Loop 3, running it in its entirety before
returning to the parking area. San Diego Ultrarunning Friends will be hosting a postrun picnic at the finish. RSVP at https://www.facebook.com/events/514251949383069/
or cuyamaca100k@gmail.com
• If you would like to share a training opportunity with the SURF membership, please
feel free to create an event and post the info on the SURF Facebook page, or send your
training run details to Scott at cuyamaca100k@gmail.com to be posted to the SURF site
and distributed to our membership via email.
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➢ Save the Date, SURF Club’s Annual Holiday Party: This continues to be the most well
attended social event of the year. We hope to have another great turnout this December.
We’ve reserved the Baja Room at Marina Village for Saturday, December 14, 2019 and
tentatively plan for the gathering to be from 1pm through 3pm. All detail will be sent out
in late November.
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Recent SURF Events
Trail Fit (Trail Work)
Ken Bonus who selflessly leads and manages our San Diego Trailfit program writes:
Just in time for the Peak Marathon/50k, Los Tres Kens (Bonus, McIntyre and Marsh), Eric
Paavola and various other volunteers and Cuyamaca Rancho State Park staff were furiously
working to clear brush and downed trees on the Burnt Pine and Sugar Pine trails, both of
which continue to challenge our maintenance efforts year after year. Now, we're shifting our
focus to a few other trails that will be used in the Cuyamaca 100K, so look for us (or evidence
of our recent destruction of encroaching brush) out on the trails when you do your training
runs.
Thanks to everyone who
responded to my first ever TrailFit
survey. Some of the results were
unsurprising: you guys like beer!
Others gave me some ideas for
future implementation, like more
TrailFit projects on Sundays. I
want everyone who volunteers
with TrailFit to have fun, learn a
thing or two about trail
maintenance, and be a part of this
great ultra running community.

We all have to work together to put on races, learn about new gear, gossip, improve our
times, fix up the trails, etc. So, don't wait until you've drunkenly signed up for a 100 miler and
found out that the RD requires you to put in a day of trail work. Come on out with us and help
us improve our trails. I've already put up a few fall dates on the Trailfit calendar for the 201920 season. Visit www.sdtrailfit.org or the SDtrailFit page on Facebook for links to the on-line
sign up page.
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I did get a few comments in the survey wondering about why we don't do TrailFit projects
closer to town. At places like Mission Trails, for example, there are like a zillion people living
nearby and generally speaking, they can get dozens of volunteers pretty much any time. In
contrast, a lot fewer people are willing to drive to our local mountains to volunteer, but as you
know, most of our races take place up there. A few volunteers indicated they’re willing and
able to hike the longer distances required to work on mountain trails. Our trail work efforts in
the mountains also earn us a lot of goodwill with the various government agencies that issue
race permits. So, by focusing on the mountain trails, we are doing essential work that
otherwise might be left undone. We're still working on the sign project for the Mt. Laguna
Recreation Area (pretty much all of the nice bits of Mt. Laguna) and I'm hoping we'll be ready
to start installing signs late fall/early winter, once we get some rains and the ground is soft
enough to dig. Hats off to Scott Crellin, Brian Gonzales, and BJ Haeck who have been busy
mapping out all the intersections that will need new signage. More details later in the year. In
the meantime, it's rattlesnake/tick/thunderstorm/heatstroke season so be careful out there!
Visit www.sdtrailfit.org
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BEFORE

AFTER
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San Diego 100 Mile Endurance Run
June 7-8th, 2019

As one of the premier ultra running events in Socal, San Diego 100 marked its 18th
Annual Event with the seamless transition of race directorship to Angela Shartel and BJ
Haeck. As many of you know, Ang and BJ have been stalwart Ass’t RD’s over many
years and after 10 years of directing SD 100, Scott Mills retired and handed off the race
to two individuals who’ll elevate the reputation and success of the event to new
heights. Following are BJ and Ang’s race report followed by a brief historical recap of
Scotty’s ten year tenure as RD. Both articles should be part of Ultrarunning Magazine’s
Featured Race Reports in an upcoming UR Mag issue.
BJ and Angela SD 100 Race Directors write:

“Dawn broke crisp and relatively cool over Lake Cuyamaca as 272 hopeful runners toed
the line at the 19th annual San Diego 100. Prior to the start, we took a moment to
welcome all the runners to the San Diego 100 family, a close knit group of tough
runners and generous volunteers, many of whom have run the race themselves, and
whose hard work and friendly demeanor give San Diego 100 its unique spirit. We were
hoping the cooler temperatures and added bonus aid stations would lead to a higher
finish rate than years past. Unfortunately, the rain that kept the course cool and
burgeoning with flowers had also swept away the topsoil on the trails exposing even
more of the rocks that makes San Diego 100 a much tougher course than it appears on
paper. After an impromptu a capella version of the National Anthem, the runners were
off onto the overgrown trails awaiting them, with over 300 volunteers waiting to aid
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them along the way. Up front, Zach Bitter and Chris Hammes ran step for step while on
the women's side, the same could be said for 2017 women's champion Teresa Kaiser
and Jade de la Rosa, returning to her home trails after moving to the great Northwest.
Behind them, hundreds of runners toiled up and down Middle and Stonewall Peaks and
through grassy meadows dotted with yellow and purple flowers seemingly cheering on
each runner.
As the weather warmed, Chris began to extend his lead over Zach while Teresa pulled away
from Jade. The pack toiled through the heat up Noble Canyon, what many consider to be the
crux of the course, with the respite of a popsicle at the bonus aid station providing a brief lift
of their spirits as the runners topped out on the climb. As night threatened, the leaders made
their way down the PCT to the infamous Cibbets Flat, where many a good race go to die. Chris
had extended his lead to 20 minutes over Zach, and Teresa was running by herself in the
women's lead. A beautiful Milky Way greeted the runners as they ground through the night,
waited on by a crack volunteer staff anxious to address their needs. As the night deepened, it
became apparent that Zach was slowly reeling in Chris at the front, with the pass happening
at the last aid station. The two ran hard and close through the last 9 miles, with Zach pulling
off a win by less than 2 and a half minutes after 100.2 miles. At the front of the women's race,
Teresa extended her lead, finishing fifth overall and winning by over 3.5 hours. Rebecca
Murillo, who had been pushing hard and slowly gaining on Jade through the night, also made
her pass at the last aid station and took second place just under the 24 hour mark with Jade
taking third.
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While 24 runners got in by the
second sunrise, the majority
continued to sweat and push
forward on exposed trails as the
sun rose hotter on the second day,
taking its toll on those left drained
by the technical trails and long
rocky climbs and descents. A
second surprise appearance by the
popsicle princess helped ease their
pain as runners continued to pour
into the finish, tired, dirty, bruised,
some bleeding, but not beaten. The
finish line crowd swelled as
volunteers came to watch those
they had helped through the last 30
hours and runners waited on
comrades to arrive to celebrate
friendships, old and new, forged in
the crucible of the unrelenting
challenge of the race.
As is typical of the San Diego 100 family, a group of runners ran out from the finish to
ensure the last runner, Lizzie Shell, 23 years young, made it in time and escorted her
into the traditional human tunnel of runners, crew, and volunteers reserved for the last
finisher. In the end 176 runners made it back home to Lake Cuyamaca for a 64 percent
finish rate.
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Throughout the 30 hours of adventure, as new
race directors, we were humbled by the
incredible efforts of a volunteer force second to
none, the guts, grace, and determination of the
runners, whether they made it across the finish
line or not, and the incredible legacy left to us
by Paul Schmidt, the founder of San Diego 100,
and Scott Mills, the race director for the last 10
years. To all of you who were out there, we are
proud to welcome you to the San Diego 100
family. Special congratulations to Tracy Dimino
and the Ross Family, the captains of the Penny
Pines 1 and 2 aid stations, who were recipients
of the Spirit of San Diego Award in recognition
for their outstanding efforts on behalf of the
race and the embodiment of the generous spirit
of the San Diego running community. We are
already looking forward to welcoming a new set
of runners into the San Diego 100 family next
year.”

For complete results click here!
Howie Stern’s SD 100 Photos are at:
https://www.howiestern.com/2019-Events/2019-San-Diego-100
Photos from the 75 mile aid station: https://photos.app.goo.gl/c6JQtEqa7sHRTETM6
Race report by Jade De La Rosa: http://jadedelarosa.com/2019/06/323/
We had an amazing showing of SURF members for SD100. The list includes those who
finished, toed the line, or ran his/first 100 miler.
Teresa Kaiser #1 Female
, Andrew Garber, George Bullen, Matt Buschman, Laura
Dunn 5th female and 1st
, Deborah Cosmetis 6th place female , Patrick
Meskell, Maros Bartjo, Robert Pardy, Dan Lehnberg, Evan Goodwin, Tom Cross
completed the ultra slam
, Joseph Peacock, John McGonnell, Saul Vidrio, Greg
Bergeron, John Kerschbaum, Tim Stepp, Alan Sheppard, Cesar Salas, Guillaume
Frechette, Ed McBean, Rich Brownlee, Albert Espino, Anthony Sandoval, Phillip
Espinoza, Steven Peterson, Jennifer Gill, Mike Huber, Natahn Dorward, Zachary
Johnston, Kevin Hoop, Lisa O'Donnell, Erica Bass, Alan Vitums, Maya Grasse, Daniel
Shamburg, Davis Harrison, Ed Campos, Christophe Sigel, Alan Lewis, Nicole Reeder,
Nicholas Speranza, Michael Racioppo, Sean Scace, Denis Trafecanty, Teshay Villeza,
Michael Stuart, Sheryl Labert, Doug Miller, Charles Ellison, Mike Trask, Joseph Ochaba,
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Brandon Collins, Shawn Harrison, Atulya Beruba, Wendy Metzler, Eli Ellefsen, Boris
Buecker, Renee Drucas, and Joe Kubicki.
Thanks to BJ and Ang RD's for putting on a great race and both are members of the
club.
Also huge SURF showing for volunteering, crewing and pacing.

Passing the SD100 Torch (By Scotty Mills)

“This year’s San Diego 100 Mile Endurance Run (SD100) witnessed the third change in
race directorship spanning 18 years of the race. While the run has changed significantly
over nearly two decades, the foundation of the race has been a commitment to provide
ultrarunners an event managed by a family of experienced and passionate volunteers
who take pride in maintaining the highest standards of excellence.
In 2001, Kathleen encouraged her husband Paul Schmidt, to organize the inaugural
SD100 to celebrate his birthday, and to bring a 100-miler to the fledgling Southern
California ultrarunning community. Kathleen also created the iconic race logo. The
first SD100 saw 8 (mostly local) finishers successfully complete the out-and-back
course which took place primarily along the Pacific Crest Trail (PCT).

Kathleen Schmidt (in pink) at SD100 2005
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Paul Schmidt (in green) SD100 2005

Over the next 6 years, Paul grew the race
to 55 finishers. Then in 2007, Kathleen
was sadly diagnosed with terminal cancer,
and Paul asked me to co-direct the 2008
race and assume the RD position in 2009.
At the time, I was the director of the
Noble Canyon 50K and decided to pass
Noble Canyon to Brian Gonzales, in order
to focus solely on SD100. Paul
encouraged me to make changes to the
race that would grow the event.

SD100 – 2008 Four Corners Aid.
Brian Gonzales on left Scott Mills on right.

With the support of the San Diego Ultrarunning Friends Club (SURF), we made
numerous changes to the original event including: changing the date from November
to June, altering the course to incorporate the diversity of trails under three different
recreational areas, moving the start/finish venue to Al Bahr Shrine Camp and later to
Lake Cuyamaca, and eventually changing the race to a Friday start to avoid the crowds
that frequent the popular east county SD trails on weekends.
Throughout my tenure, I’ve been fortunate to have been surrounded by the finest
friends we call the SD100 family. They’ve helped grow the popularity and reputation of
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SD100. They’re also the reason SD100 is nationally recognized as an event that is “for
ultrarunners by ultrarunners”.
SD100 has been a huge part of my life and my wife’s (Dixie Jean) for the last decade;
so, we strived to pass the race to new directors who’re intelligent, experienced,
passionate, and committed to elevating the race onward and upward. Angela Shartel
and BJ Haeck have been stalwart SD100 Assistant RDs for well over 8 years and it was
an easy decision for me to entrust the future of the race to their very capable hands.

BJ Haeck (Orange) and Angela Shartel (red) SD100 2019

It’s always difficult to retire from something you love, but not so much when you know your
successors will make the event even better. Ang and BJ have done that and much more in
only their first year as Co-RDs! The torch has been passed, and the flame burns ever brighter
for the SD100’s future.
In closing, my heartfelt thanks to hundreds of friends and family who’ve helped us over the
last 10 years, along with many who’ve toed the line on our “sneaky hard” course. An event
like SD 100 rests squarely on the shoulders of friends, sponsors, and agencies that selflessly
support the race year in and out. Thank you one and all for your loyalty and dedicated
efforts.”

Scott Mills (gray shirt) SD100 2017
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Black Mountain 50k / 25k
June 29th, 2019
“In its third year the race,
once again reached
maximum capacity and a
lengthy waitlist. The
weather started very
mild, but we all knew the
marine layer would burn
off and the heat would
come. Keeping up with
tradition, Trey and Emery
Hollister (Scott’s
children) kicked the day
off with the singing and
playing of our National
Anthem. This seems to
help everyone relax
before heading onto the
trails.
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After some tough racing, Ricky Roane finished the 50K victorious and set a new course
record with a time of 4:26:48. And Ruth McCoy took the win with a time of 5:35:15. In
the 25K distance, Dustin Fiero won with a time of 2:11:26. Our female 25K winner,
Katharina Ott, came all the way from Germany and won in 2:57:23. Scott’s 13-year old
son, Trey made this his first official race in the 25K, finishing 16th in 3 hrs flat!

There’s no doubt this race is successful due to the wonderful support from volunteers.
About 75% of our volunteers come from SURF & within our amazing SD community.
The founder and creator of the race, Scott Hollister has started the transition of race
leadership in good hands with Dan Cicchelli and Beto Campos. Scott will still have
some roll in the race, but has moved his family back home to Colorado Springs, CO to
resume his Active duty Air Force career.
There were only 9 DNFs and 145 50K finishers. The 25K had 3 DNFs and 82 finishers.”
Results are located at: https://ultrasignup.com/results_event.aspx?did=58851
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The Peak 50k / Marathon / Half
July 13th, 2019
This was the 3rd Annual 50K/Marathon and Half Marathon which takes place near Lake
Cuyamaca in the middle of July. Numerous SURF members participated in one of the
three distances.
Results are located at: https://ultrasignup.com/results_event.aspx?did=60607
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SURF Members at the Races
We’d love to recognize SURF members’ performances each month, but can only accomplish that if
you let us know what race you participated in. If you know of any SURF member's recent race or trail
achievement please email us (runsurfnews@gmail.com) and we'll include it in the next newsletter.

July 7 - Silver Rush 50 Mile. Paul Jesse 8:20
July 13 – Mt Spokane Vertical
Challenge 50k. Jesse Scolavino
7:15:36

July 20 - Tahoe Rim Trail 50 Miler. Matt Whalen 11:00 and Sheila Rao 11:11
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July 20 – Speedgoat 50k. Teresa Kaiser
7:29:37 (5th female)

July 21 - Tahoe Rim Trail 100 Miler. Casey Parks 27:48, Lisa Anderson 28:20, Michael
Bachmann 29:20, and Mohd Yusuf Abdul Hamid 33:01.
July 21 – Vermont 100 *Sean Nakamura 25:06, Julieann Storm 26:39, Kelyn Curitomay 27:30,
and *May Floyd 28:19
* Sean and May have now completed 3 (Old Dominion, WSER, and Vermont 100’s) of the (4) 100 milers enroute to
completing the Grand Slam of Ultrarunning. Their final race in the Slam is the Wasatch 100 Mile scheduled for Sept 6
near Salt Lake City, UT.

July 26 – Ouray 100 Mile Run. SURF member Eric Makovsky finished this incredibly challenging
mountain run (Hardrock equivalent) in 41:43 for 9th place overall.
June WESTERN STATES 100 MILE ENDURANCE RUN
We had a very successful SURF representation at Western States 100. There are lots of pics to
check out on social media and results are also up on Ultrasignup. Sean Nakamura (23:09) and
May Floyd (27:35) both completed WS and Vermont 100 enroute to their quest to compete in
the Grand Slam of Ultrarunning. Next up for them Leadville 100, then Wasatch. Sean was sub
24 at WS to earn the silver buckle. Scott Crellin (25:47), Scotty Mills (26:08), Todd
Hockensmith (28:26), Jeffrey Miller (28:53), and Joey Bryan (29:14) all earned hard fought
buckles with incredible support from our huge SURF community contingent who traveled up
to Squaw Valley to help all the runners for the weekend.
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(Photo @angelashatel)

It was a special day for Scotty Mills as he completed his 20th finish at Western States. His first
WSER was in 1982. We’re luck to have you as part of our family community. Congratulations!
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The San Diego Ultra Slam is intended to recognize individuals who were able to
successfully complete the specified 50k, 50 mile, 100k, and 100 mile San Diego
Trail Ultra Distance races (STUD) all within one year.
Congratulations to the FIVE veteran ultrarunners that finished the SDUSLAM,
wow! Patrick Meskell 55:05:41, Thomas Cross 56:58:14, Neil Feerick
58:52:17, Steven Peterson 60:46:08, and Alan Sheppard 62:48:13!
Finisher results located
https://sites.google.com/a/cliffsandmeadows.com/sandiegoultraslam/slam--members-of-the-club
Information about the San Diego Ultra Slam located at:
http://sandiegoultraslam.com/
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Upcoming Events:
The SURF Club Calendar annotates upcoming events. See what’s upcoming at:
http://www.sdultrarunning.com/Calendar
Reminder: Julian Station Full Moon Run in August is free to all members! Sign up
on the SURF website, this is limited to 75 participants. If for some reason you
can’t attend, even closer to the race date, please send an email to
sdultrarunning.com so we can remove you from the list and allow someone else
in the club to sign up.

Aug 17, 2019 Julian Station Full Moon Run 12/24
Sep 21, 2019
Noble Canyon 50k
Oct 5, 2019
Cuyamaca 100k
Oct 27, 2019
Lake Hodges Trail Fest 50k /15k/5k
Nov 2019
Mount Laguna Trail Marathon
Dec 7, 2019
ABC 50 Miler
Jan 18, 2020
San Diego 50 Mile & Trail Marathon
February 2020 SURF Secret Canyon Run
March 6, 2020 SD Pirate's Cove 6/12/24 Run/Walk
March 2020
Old West Trails 50k
April 2020
Oriflamme 50k
May 16, 2019 PCT50 Mile
June 2020
San Diego 100 Mile Endurance Run
2020
Black Mountain 50k/25k
July 2020
The Peak 50k / Mountain Marathon / Half
Join a SURF training run. Check out the SURF website!
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Any Members wishing to contribute articles, pictures, or results for future SURF
Newsletters can send their inputs to: runsurfnews@gmail.com
Thank you for your membership and Happy Trails!
- San Diego Ultrarunning Friends board

Resources
Email SURF (sdultrarunning@gmail.com)
Email the SURF newsletter (runsurfnews@gmail.com)
(newsletter editors Brian Gonzales, and Scott Mills)
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